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Index
 Lack of well-defined indexing practices is a common problem in 

most institutional repositories. 

 Researchers typically assign keywords to submissions:

◦ These terms are not extracted from a controlled vocabulary or thesaurus. 

◦ This leads to ambiguity and lack of specific indexing terms.

 Problem becomes clearer when aggregating content from multiple 

repositories.

 Approach: automatic assignment of descriptors taken from an 

existing thesaurus / KOS to already published contributions. 

 The process is run with the help of a commercial tool, PoolParty. 

 The experiment runs a process to automatically identify the 

“thesaurus concepts” that describe the content of the documents 

published in the institutional repository.



 Previous work related to collaborative, open innovation platforms.

 Innovation is a knowledge-intensive process supported by 

“linkages”:

Services that connect the innovative organization with other entities in its context: 

universities, suppliers, clients, competitors, etc., and establish flows of knowledge 

and technology.

 OI platforms are web sites acting as “directories” of companies, 

people, etc., with the aim of support collaboration/innovation 

process keeping data about:

◦ Researchers, lead users, university departments, research groups, 

small companies, etc.

◦ Their work experience and technical achievements (patents, technical 

papers, product worksheets, etc.)

◦ Innovation opportunities posted by different agents. 

Previous work



 Purposes of OI platform: 

◦ Identify partners in a global context.  

◦ Get guidance to assess ideas sent in response to “innovation 

challenges” 

◦ Providing more information about solvers, to have a higher 

level of confidence on the proposed solutions.

 In that context, the need of better “matching capabilities” 

between innovation challenges and potential partners was 

identified.

 Potential use of specialized terminologies/vocabularies to describe 

entities, areas of expertise and achievements, challenges, etc.
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 Area: Biomedical engineering 

◦ Engineering discipline with several branches: bioinstrumentation, 

biomechanics, biomaterials, etc.

◦ Main focus is on genetics, tissue engineering, medical software, 

simulators and imaging.

 The use of terminologies and controlled vocabularies help ensure 

the consistency of the descriptions and improve the capability to 

matching challenges with partners.

 MeSH was used to improve free text descriptions of agents, 

achievements and innovation opportunities using the MeSH on 

demand service.
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Indexing of “Entities”

 Companies, lead users, researchers, research groups, etc., who 

can contribute to the innovation process (as challengers or 

solvers).

 Attach data to entities: documents, patents, product descriptions, 

research projects. 

 Data are indexed using MeSH on Demand.

 MeSH headings were added to free text descriptions.

 The “profile/record of the entity” is enhanced using the terms 

coming from their achievements (papers, CVs, etc.).
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Indexing of Innovation Opportunities

 These are: Challenges posted by any registered entity.

 Functions:

◦ Posting opportunities.

◦ Classify opportunities using MeSH.

◦ Match the opportunity with the existing entities’ profiles 

◦ Make a selective diffusion of information.
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 Contributions/Items typically include keywords assigned by the 

authors / self-archiving policites:

◦ No terminology / vocabulary control at all.

◦ Sometimes, librarians assign general, high-level categories to 

items.

 But, the benefits of controlled vocabularies are missing:

◦ Users cannot be led to relevant content (more specific, 

generic or related).

◦ Users cannot explore/browser the repository from an 

conceptual perspective.

What happens with Open, 
Institutional Repositories?



 Huge problem when integrating items from different repositories

◦ Syntactic interoperability has been achieved with OAI-PMH 

and similar protocols.

◦ We are far-away of semantic interoperability.

 Sites like Recolecta that collect items from different repositories.

 User provided keywords are not enough to ensure accurate 

indexing/retrieval of content.

 At “aggregator sites”, typical distinction between communities and 

collections makes no meaning

 We can rely uniquely in the free-text abstracts and keywords 

provided by authors, plenty of issues.

What happens with Open, 
Institutional Repositories?



 Experiment was conducted with metadata / items published in 

the institutional repository of Universidad Carlos III de Madrid: e-

Archivo. 

 With the aim to assess the potential use of automatic indexing

tools to assign descriptors coming from a recognised, widely used

thesaurus.

 Tool selected was PoolParty, which provides the capability of 

matching textual descriptions with terms defined in SKOS 

thesauri.

 Experiment conducted with a subset of 6000 records.

Experiment



 Universidad Carlos III joined Open Access declaration on

12.06.2006 (see Max Planck) being the 172 university out of 648 

supporting that initiative:

https://openaccess.mpg.de/319790/Signatories

 E-Archivo was created in November 2006 as part of a larger

initiative with the purpose of setting up:

◦ An open archive network public universities in Madrid.

◦ “e-Science” web potal giving centralized, open access to 

content published by members of the consortia. 

Experiment

https://openaccess.mpg.de/319790/Signatories


 E-Archive main objetives include:

◦ Integrate and preserve the intelectual production of the University.

◦ Increment the visibility of the works, authors, and the University itself.

◦ Increment the impact of the scientific output.

◦ Give free Access to that content.

 Repository is based on DSpace. 

 Voluntary, self-archiving submission of documents by authors, 

with the exception of:.

◦ Research funded with public budget (Ley 14/2011, de la Ciencia, la 

Tecnología y la Innovación, art. 37). 

◦ Doctoral dissertations (Real Decreto 99/2011, art. 14.5).

Experiment



 Survey conducted among Spanish University Libraries.

 To get knowledge on the use of controlled vocabularies on their

institutional repositories.

Why UNESCO Thesarus?

 Contact detailes identified

through CRUE (47 universities).

 Identification of metadata used

to encode “keywords” and 

“descriptors”.

 Thesauri/vocabularies in place.

 50% using CV chose UNESCO 

Thesaurus. 



Why UNESCO Thesarus?



Why UNESCO Thesarus?



 Question: why did you select UNESCO Thesauri?

◦ Relevance of dissertations

◦ Already used by other libraries / repositories. 

◦ Simple, easy to use schema.

◦ Vocabulary provides specific terms to Support “detailed
indexing”.

◦ Support to interoperatibility.

 Universities using controlled vocabularies stated that:

◦ People in charge of indexing items are Library staff (46%) or
staff dedicated to the repository (27%).

◦ In other cases, it was made by reviewers in charge of approval.

Why UNESCO Thesarus?



 Question: % of Thesaurus term being used?

◦ Less than 40%

◦ Significant differences between universities (área to research)

◦ Most of the repositories (82%) calculates the documents per 
term/category.

◦ Search/Query logs are not used in most of the cases.

Why UNESCO Thesarus?



 Downloaded records were processed with PoolParty tool.

 Before processing the OAI-PMH downloaded records, the UNESCO 
Thesaurus was incorporated to PoolParty.

 It includes 4421 “concepts” with different “linguistic
representations”.
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 The tool provides a “corpus management” feature to analyse / 
match textual descriptions with CV terms.

 For the initial set of documents (400), 224 terms from the
Thesaurus were “matched”, 643 for the whole set.

 Average of 4 terms per document.

Experimentation



 The tool provides different views on the most-used concepts
sorted by frequency and identy the items they are assigned to.

 Export capabilities gives the choice of reusing the assignment of 
terms to “re-index” ítems (DSpace massive updates capabililities, 
now in the process). 

Experimentation



 Constraints:

◦ Experiment was completed on a limited set of records 

◦ Experiment conducted on metadata (full-text processing was discarded
due to technical constraints, although it would be possible)

◦ Possibility of checking additional tools.

 In any case, the combined use of SKOS and automatic term
extraction result in positive outcomes:

◦ Identification of terms defined in KOS that are used in the documents.

◦ Automatically assignment of terms from KOS, with no effort from staff. 

◦ Using KOS opens the possibility of implementing better “browsing
capabilities” on repository contents, even if this content has not been
indexed before using that vocabulary.

Conclusions



 But most of the benefits can be obtained when thinking on
integration / aggregation of metadata.

 Once thesaurus descriptors are assigned to the existing 
documents:

◦ Establish cross-searching methods to enhance search through
repositories (index each site separately).

◦ Enrich aggregated ítems’ descriptions with descriptors coming
from KOS, improving content classification at aggregators’ sites
(index aggregated metadata).

 In any case, the semantic integration of content and metadata 

from different sources can be improved by the use of common 

indexing languages.

Conclusions



 Thanks!

Questions.


